
SUGGESTIONS OF THE 
OPERATION
SYSTEM ON THE BANDSAW



maintain the guides, bandsaw blades 
polisher, bearing wheels, and
upper & lower wheels in good 
conditions at all time

all these pieces together make 
possible the perfect cut and long

lasting life of your bandsaw and 
equipment's.



We suggest you take the necessary time, in knowing the

appropriate use and operation of the Bandsaw, to obtain

better result for its function and maintenance. Try all

types of meat cuts, big or small, it will give you an ideal

cutting capacity of the bandsaw in use, experience, dexterity, 

movement, and skills when handling any type of

The Bandsaw can be operated from

the front or right sideway, but the operator should

always be careful, accident may happen and cause

serious injuries. Always pay attention where to place

your hands, referring on the Bandsaw Blade, it works

with "4 inch" sequence, with very sharp-edge, when the

Bandsaw is functioning and slow’ down teeth per it's

power or suddenly stops cutting, turn of the machine,

that indicates malfunction, cause by excess of grease (oil)

or bone shavings on the upper lower bandsaw guides.



We suggest you take the necessary time, in 

knowing the a Keep the Bandsaw Blades, 

always online correctly with

the upper and lower guides, and the 

centerpiece, this avoid the twisting, bending 

over, or getting off the track of the Bandsaw 

Blades.



When using the band polisher be careful not to let it
touch the edges of the bands, it can cause erosion 
on the

Bandsaw Blades.

Make sure the Bandsaw Blade is straight and with 
the
correct turnbuckle (tension), if the tension is less 
than
what it needs the band saw will wave and bend, if it 
has

to much tension I'll break...



When cutting the meat be sure to adjust the upper and

lower bearing wheels, don't press it, or push the meat

whith the blade, it may cause the Bandsaw Blades to lean

or twists over. Let the Blade Carry out the meat, not the

contrary..

You should always, keep maintenance on the upper 

and

lower wheels, as well as it's polisher. Make sure the

Bandsaw Blade is online. This will avoid friction on the

border of the edges.



For more information contact us:
service@ampto.com
+1 786-5369960

Are you looking for band saws
https://www.ampto.com/collections/band-saws

mailto:service@ampto.com

